In this work, we combined both a tree and a NetVLAD (vector of locally aggregated descriptors) in order to design new deep model. In developing this model, we studied the impact of tree hyperparameters and found that branch factors had major effects on the parameter utilization as major indicator and the accuracy of the model. The new architecture presented herein exposes a novel hyperparameter called the tree branch factor, which grants additional control over model complexity and on the maps codependency. Deep Tree Net-Vector provide the flexibility to combine two very famous techniques, namely the tree-based technique and VLAD. The former reduces the number of parameters, whereas the latter provides better feature representation inside the model. This work aimed to demonstrate the integration of the strong image descriptor, VLAD, with the tree module, to gain additional control on model size, rather than obtaining better results than state-of-the-art models, and to enhance image representation inside model layers, which could then be invested towards several tasks such as image classification and retrieval. We performed experiments on the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research-10 dataset and were able to show that the proposed models were superior-in terms of information density and accuracy-to many well-known networks. INDEX TERMS Residual model, VLAD, CNN, tree. ABDULJAWAD A. AMORY received the bachelor's degree in computer engineering from the
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, use of AI in cognitive computing has been growing [1] - [3] . Cognitive systems, such as emotion recognition [4] , [5] , patient state recognition [6] , and voice condition [7] - [9] , are gaining popularity in many applications, such as the healthcare industry and in smart homes. Recently, many researchers have tried to introduce an optimal framework applying deep learning models, along with other technologies, to enhance security [10] , as well as to gain better organization and understanding of customer data, such as feedback statements, data from social media websites, and even customer sentiment [11] .
Deep learning models can learn features without human interaction-and we can then use these features in different recognition tasks [12] - [14] . Many studies have been conducted with the purpose of reducing model complexity while improving accuracy. Deep architecture emerged in 1998, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yin Zhang . when LeCun et al. [15] created the deepest learning model of that time and used it in the computer vision domain-then AlexNet was introduced with a similar purpose [16] . AlexNet gained the competition 2012 for ImageNet [16] , [17] , achieving a wider margin of model accuracy than any traditional methodology. After that, many authors introduced deep models, such as VGGNet [18] , GoogLeNet [19] , ZF-net [20] , inception-residual networks [21] , and residual networks [22] , [23] . Many hyper-parameters affect deep learning models, and so researchers have focused on various hyper-parameters in attempts to enhance model accuracy. For example, residual networks (ResNet) considered depth as a major hyper-parameter [18] , [19] , whose primary impact [18] , [19] , [24] , [25] was for solving the weight vanishing problem, while in contrast to ResNet and several other models, which focus on depth, wide residual networks (WRN) considered the number maps as major hyperparameter in convolutional layers [26] .
Recently, many researchers have agreed that neither a wide and shallow, nor a thin model, will learn perfectly [21] , [27] . VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ Slim and deep models sustain from repeated learned features or weights, while wide and shallow ones also from other size sustain from lower level of regularization [15] . Given that regularization is a major factor which allows models to learn in a proper way and avoid overfitting, we prefer models that apply good levels of regularization to facilitate sufficient learning. Recently, some studies have enhanced model regularization using a branching technique [19] , [28] , showing that enhancement of regularization will reduce model size, making it more suited to many real-time applications, such as robotics, augmented reality, self-driving cars, and even recognition tasks. These real time tasks needs very high time respond and almost it installed on a resources with lower computational capabilities, so consequently, a model that has improved accuracy and parameter use should be more effective [22] , [29] , [30] . Inputs to these systems can be medical images, voice signals, electrocardiograms, or electroencephalograms. Here, we focus as a primary task on designing a deep learning model for image classification-which can then be applied to many related tasks, such as image retrieval, object detection and recognition, and emotion recognition. The main focus is to reach the balance between execution time and cognitive system accuracy.
In this paper, we have proposed a new residual network model, up on a tree module with a 'Net-vector of locally aggregated descriptor' layer (NetVLAD). We have studied the impact of tree hyper-parameters and have found that branch factors had major effects on model accuracy-and on parameter use or information density.
The remainder of this paper has been organized as follows. In Section II, we have reviewed related work, while introducing our proposed methods in Section III. We have documented experimental details, results, and discussion, in Section IV, and presented our conclusions in Section V.
II. RELATED STUDIES
Simonyan and Zisserman [18] stacked convolutional and pooling layers, using a small-sized, 3 × 3 filter to build their model-and also used the max-pooling layer to reduce model size. This method obtained favorable results and inspired many authors to use the same scheme as a template for their topologies.
He et al. [22] studied the positive impact of residual learning on deep architectures, and concluded that residual learning can improve the feature representation between the layers of the deep model, an enhancement which, according to these authors, could be achieved by adding the input of each convolutional layer to its output. These authors further concluded that residual structure was softer to optimize than normal direct mapping.
Zeiler and Fergus [19] used a multi-branch technique through a carefully hand-crafted model called GoogLeNet, which depended on sub-blocks called inceptions. The input of each inception was divided into multiple branches and ended with a convolutional layer that had various kernel window sizes. The idea of inception is to have many branch each branch output is directed to different operation or residual function [21] , [31] .
Inception architecture was complex, however, and difficult to extend [32] ; thus, Xie et al. [32] recently introduced a new architecture, based on dividing the input volume into many branche. These authors used the same ResNet template [22] , designing a network composed of a number of blocks, each of which comprised a certain number of branches, called cardinality. Each branch ended with a residual function that had three convolutional layers. Each of these convolutional layer has a filter size differs from the others. These authors also concatenated the outputs of all residual functions into one final output, in a process then repeated on several blocks, which were separated using an average pooling layer, in order to minimized the model size. The final layer was a global average pooling (GAP) layer.
Kontschieder et al. [33] proposed a deep model as a decision forest and in order to integrate the decision trees along with a convolutional neural network. Zagoruyko and Komodakis [26] observed that residual connections stopped the learning process in many layers for very deep models, as there was no mechanism to force the gradient descent to spill through all model layers and change all the weights if a substitutional road existed. These authors also claimed that increasing convolutional layer width could generate improved results and push towards quick model convergence.
Ioannou et al. [34] introduced a deep model and he named it a deep root. The core idea for building the model was to start from a main root node, and from the root, the input volume was split into a specific count of sets. This division is nothing but group a pre-defined number of maps. After that, the module was designed to perform a normal convolution for each group separately, concatenate the output, and finally execute low-dimensional embedding. Howard et al. [29] introduced a depth-wise, separable convolution to reduce the number of the model's parameters. In this case, in order to compute one output map, one operator so called point-wise convolution, is applied, then after compute all point-wise output maps, it followed with depth-wise convolution.
To reduce computational cost without sacrificing the accuracy of mode, Zhang et al. [27] used two operations, namely, channel shuffle and pointwise group convolution. The pointwise operator worked to reduce model size, by reducing the number of weights, whereas the shuffle operator worked to guarantee that each map of the output was related to various channels that belonged to more than one input channel. Freeman et al. [35] divided the depth-wise convolution into 1 × 3 and 3 × 1 linear layers, in a process that allowed use of a pooling layer behind the initial convolutional layer, to reduce the number of operations in the next convolution layer.
Arandjelovic et al. [36] designed a trainable generalized VLAD layer, called NetVLAD, inspired by the VLAD representation [37] , and this model has been applied in image retrieval, to enhance image representation. These authors cropped the CNN at the last layer and viewed the last layer output as a dense descriptor. This output was then forwarded into the NetVLAD layer, which pooled extracted descriptors into a fixed image representation, with learnable parameters.
From the review above, we can conclude that many convolution types have been introduced to reduce model complexity. However, using these group convolution types with numerous groups may impair representation capability. Here, we have addressed the lack of representation in a group convolution by splitting the input channels into b groups, b referred to as the branch factor, at each level that constituted a tree-like structure, thereby employing the group convolution in a hierarchal way. Tree depth provides the model with the flexibility necessary to control co-dependence between the maps, through each convolutional tree module. In addition, for more robust image representation inside the model, we applied the NetVLAD layer, but only after customizing this layer to work not only as a final pooling layer, as an alternative to the convolutional layer, at any location in the network topology.
The main contributions of this work are presented below:
• Obtaining the benefit from multiple activation functions and batch normalization layers through the path from root node to leaves;
• Depth-wise splitting technique to reduce the number of parameters.
• Hierarchical group convolution in a tree shape in order to increase the model regularization to enhance the model generalization.
• Introducing two additional parameters, namely, tree height and branch factor, to control the co-dependence between the filters.
• Utilizing the VLAD trainable representation by stacking the NetVLAD layers to allow the model to discover the relations and co-dependencies between the image maps.
III. PROPOSED METHODS
We utilized VGG as our template, as its credentials had already been well-established and were appropriate [19] , [21] , [26] , [32] , [38] , [39] . VGG splits the structure into different number of stages, where each of which can contain many convolutional layers. The layers in same stage should have the same spatial hyper-parameter-such as width, height, and number of channels. ResNet [22] is one instance of successful VGG-style implementation, so we also implemented ResNet-but with a major change in the model structure. As we have a tree module which can be dropped instead of any convolutional layer, thus we exchanged the sequential stacked convolutional layers with one of two options: a) The tree module b) or with a NetVLAD layer.
A. TREE MODULE CONCEPT
In ResneXt [32] , the main concept was to convert the input volume into many branches, each of which had multiple residual functions, and then to accumulate all outputs into one. To gain the benefit from the branching technique on different layers, however, we split the input volume into subvolumes. Each subvolume was forwarded to a residual function, and then each residual function's output was divided repeatedly into a subvolume, which could be directed into the next residual function. Consequently, we distributed the convolution operation through a tree-based structure, rather than in a simple stacking form, or into single-level, parallel branches. Such a combination of tree structures and VLAD had not previously been consolidated with CNN, together with a residual connection.
B. RESIDUAL FUNCTION
The residual function, used in Resent, is made up of three operations, namely, (1) batch normalization, (2) an activation function, and (3) a convolution operation. The number and order of these operations can affect model performance [23] , [26] . He et al. [23] confirmed that the performance of a pre-act residual function was better than a post-act residual function, so therefore we used the pre-act residual function structure, as illustrated in Figure 1 The filter window was 3 × 3, and we used the ReLU activation function, since it converges quicker than a sigmoid function [16] . 
C. PROPOSED TREE MODULE
From our previous work [40] , we have utilized one type of tree module in order to integrate it with VLAD layers and produce new deep learning model. In Figure 2 , we assumed an input volume, at initial input it is image but at later stages the input is volume of maps, with dimensions of w × h × c. We undertook the following steps for each tree node: 1. We divided the maps volume into a b of subvolumes, where b is the tree branch factor. As a result, the input for each residual function was equal to w × h × c/b. 2. After that, we applied the residual function on the each subvolume input. 3. We repeat Steps 1 and 2 for each node until the whole tree was built. 4. The stacked the outputs from all the residual functions and applied the final residual function. 5. Finally adding the tree input to the tree output, as a residual identity. The main functions of the final residual function were to reduce or expand the dimensions of the output volume, and to establish a codependency relationship between the kernel groups that tended to be more independent due to the split technique.
Also, the final residual function increased the none-linearity of the model by adding more rectified linear operation at the end of each tree module. The final output dimension is w × h × c, however, its impact on model complexity [9] would be limited, as the window size of the filters in the convolutional layer equaled 1 × 1.
D. NETVLAD
VLAD [37] is a common descriptor pooling method for image classification [41] and instance-level retrieval [42] . It computes the sum of residuals (the distance vector between the descriptor and its related cluster center) for each visual word. Arandjelovic et al. [36] mimicked VLAD in a CNN framework and designed a trainable VLAD layer called NetVLAD. The input of this layer was a volume with the dimensions W ×H ×D, and a number that was converted into NN ×D-dimensional local image descriptors x i , and K cluster centers c k , where W , H , and DW , H , D corresponded to the width, height, and number of maps, respectively. However, changing the input dimensions required several lines of code to be changed, to adapt our module, and although the required change was not major, this had to increase the number of parameters, according to the input size. The output VLAD image representation, V, was K × D-dimensional. We customized the NetVLAD by reshaping the output from K × D to W × H × D. This reshaping allowed us to stack multiple NetVLAD layers, to form deep NetVLAD.
E. MODEL STRUCTURE
As mentioned previously, we investigated the same template which already utilized in ResNet [22] . This template splits the network topology into a number of stages. We expanded the number of maps from three (RGB) to the higher number of maps created using the first convolutional layer. We then divided the proposed model into three stages, in a strategy that helped organize the model and provided flexibility-as the structure of any one stage did not affect the structure of the others, even when the hyperparameters were varied. To reduce the number of parameters, we down-sampled the input between stages by a factor of 2. As in ResNet [22] , we used a convolutional layer with a stride equal to 2 to downsample-with a convolutional layer having been verified as being better than a pooling layer [43] .
Finally, forward the output volume of the final tree module to the first NetVLAD layer. This layer is useful in discovering the relationships between the maps of the input volume and providing a robust representation of these relationships. We found that these relationships were difficult to discover in a single NetVLAD layer, so several NetVLAD layers were added, to form the deep NetVLAD stage.
We used the GAP layer to minimize the dimension of the final volume from w × h × c to 1 × 1 × c. The GAP layer calculated the average value for each map, with the GAP used to interpret [44] and to be more robust against overfitting. Finally, we used the softmax layer as a predictor to separate the classes.
With regards to kernel size, we used a small, 3 × 3 filter, since it has been shown to return significant accuracy improvements [18] compared to larger filter sizes. In all convolutions, rather than the residual function of output tree module where we used filters of size 1 × 1, we configured the window sizes equal to 3 × 3. Figure 3 depicts a comparison between the architecture of proposed model. If the stage consisted of more than one tree module, then all of these modules should have had the same configured hyperparameters.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We studied the impact of the model according to a different combination of the primary hyperparameters-that is, tree height, branch factor, and number of NetVLAD. We setup the training hyperparameters, according to the policy which already applied in [22] . The training dataset was set 10 of the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIFAR-10). All images of CIFAR-10 were 32 × 32 pixels in size. We added some zero padding, to extend the dimensions to 40 × 40, after which we applied random cropping to resize it back to 32 × 32 pixels. The policy in [22] was also applied for image flipping and image translation, without augmentation.
There are three stages in the proposed architecture, each of which has been composed of the same number of tree modules, with 32, 16, and 8 being the output volume spatial sizes per stage, respectively. Multiply the number of channels by two during the down-sampling between stages (where spatial dimensions were divided by two). The optimized used was a stochastic gradient descent with a momentum value of 0.9. However for loss function we used the cross-entropy. We initialized the learning with value equal to 0.1, but dropped to 0.01 and 0.001 when we performed training over 50 and then 100 epochs, correspondingly. The mini-batch size was 128 for all experimental work, and the models were trained using a GTX 1080 (NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti Computer Graphics & Video Cards) with 8 GB memory.
B. DATASET
CIFAR-10 [45] composed of 60,000 RGB, 32 × 32 pixel images. It is categorized into 10 different classes. This dataset has two subsets:-a training dataset comes with 50,000 images and 10,000 images as a testing dataset. Each class had 6,000 images, where 1,000 were randomly selected for testing and 5000 for training. No class overlap was observed, and they were mutually exclusive. CIFAR-10 is a common benchmark dataset in the image classification as well as object recognition tasks. CIFAR-10 has been used to compare the performance of the most common models [22] , [26] , [46] , [47] . Given its diversity-we selected the CIFAR-10 to evaluate the proposed model, where it contains images for objects from different classes. Furthermore, the small image size fits a GPU with low capability, thereby allowing training to be run within a reasonable period. Finally it is known and benchmark one which helped when comparisons were made between our model and other deep learning models.
C. MODEL EVALUATION
We used the accuracy metric to evaluate model performance.
Recently, scholars used the number of model parameters as an important indicator to evaluate the models and compare it with another models. However, the size of deep model size alone cannot provide a favorable indication of model efficiency. Kontschieder et al. [33] and Canziani et al. [48] used the Information Density as a key indicator to measure the efficiency of the model and combine two perspectives in one indicator: accuracy and model size. Information density indicates the extent at which the deep model can utilize its parametric space, as given in equation (1) .
Nevertheless, rather than achieving greater accuracy than existing models, the aim in this work was to propose a new topology that was suited to both real time applications and to devices with limited hardware that would make effective use of parametric space.
Restriction of the comparison domain in this paper was advantageous to models that meet the below conditions:
A. They had a single structure: as we did not compare with ensemble models, such as in [49] . B. They adopted a light data augmentation policy: we disregarded models which concentrated mainly on data augmentation, such as random erasing [50] . C. They did not use a large number of epochs for training:
we excluded models that had more than 250 epochs from the comparison, as training for large number of epochs has been shown to facilitate major improvements in accuracy for the same model. D. Except for batch normalization [25] and weight decay similar to [22] , no more regularization techniques were applied, E. No comparisons were made using network architecture searches [51] , [52] -which would have required hardware capabilities, high numbers of GPUs, and long training time.
D. MODEL NOTATION
We call the proposed models Deep Tree Net-VLAD. To distinguish between the models, we referred to the hyperparameters in naming different versions, as follows:
I. Tree hyperparameters (Number of trees per model, T; branch factor, b; and tree height, L) II. NetVLAD hyperparameters (number of clusters, K ;
and number of stacked NetVLAD layers, V ) The name of the model became Deep Tree Net-VLAD DTNV(b-L-K-V). III. The prefix number in front of the model name was the widening factor in the convolutional layer, which meant the original model settings were the same, but we increased the number of filters for each convolutional layer in the tree by that widening factor. Table 1 summarizes the main differences in the topologies of the seven versions of the proposed model. Models with only one tree, similar to DTNV(1-2-2-100-1) and 2 * DTNV(1-2-2-100-1) were ResNet models, in which we replaced just the last stage with one tree. For the other models, which have more than one tree (3 or 15), these were replaced in each stage by one tree or more. On the one hand, we used the NetVLAD layer in models with only a single NetVLAD-as a replacement for global average pooling, to reduce the number of parameters. On the other hand, for models with multiple NetVLAD layers, the layers were customized to produce an output with three dimensions (W, H, and D). We used these layers as replacements for some convolutional layers, and also decreased the clusters, starting from 128, and dividing by a factor of 2 for each Conv-VLAD. Finally, for the models containing four NetVLAD, as Conv-VLAD, we replaced the GAP with 1 additional NetVLAD, as the pooling layer with 128 clusters. Figure 4 shows that the results for model DTNV(1-2-2-100-1) demonstrated its superiority over other well-known models, in terms of either the information density metric, and accuracy, or a combination of both. In terms of the information density metric, DTNV(1-2-2-100-1) showed improvement over all models, whereas in terms of combined information density and accuracy, DTNV(1-2-2-100-1) was placed higher than Highway Networks [53] and FitNet [54] . As seen in Figure 5 , DTNV(1-2-2-100-1) accuracy was 92.8%, which was higher than that of Highway Networks (92.2%) and FitNet (91.6%). The size of DTNV(1-2-2-100-1) was 2 M parameters, which was 1.4% more than that of VGGNet (16L) [18] . The accuracy of the proposed model was also found to be better than that of VGGNet (16L) by 0.4%, thus outperforming many famous models, including MobileNetV2 [55] , lightweight deep convolutional neural network [39] , VGG-16-pruned-A [56] , Highway Networks, FitNet, Teacher [54] , and AlexNet [16] .
E. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From Figure 4 and Figure 5 , it can be seen that if we increased the number of trees per model, then it enhanced accuracy of the model, but only slightly affected information density, given the increase in model size. This claim became apparent if DTNV(1-2-2-100-1), with only the single tree at the top of the model, was compared with DTNV(15-2-2-100-1), with 15 trees inside the model.
By comparing results obtained for models DTNV(3-2-2-128-2), DTNV(3-2-2-128-3), and DTNV(3-2-2-128-4), the increase in the number of NetVLAD layers has not enhanced model accuracy or information density, while multiple VLAD layers make the model complex, in terms of the relationship between maps, and not easy to analyze or decode using any convenient decoding technique. We felt that the CIFAR-10 images themselves, which were small and of a substandard quality, were a probable cause for this. Thus, improved image resolution (for the dataset) must be used to attain enhanced performance. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Accuracy for proposed models vs. some literature models.
In terms of the tree branch factors, DTNV(3-2-2-128-4) and DTNV(3-4-2-128-4) were compared, as they had similar setups but different branch factors, namely, b = 2 and b = 4, respectively. In Figure 4 and Figure 5 , it can be seen that increasing the branch factor enhanced accuracy and the information density, as had been expected, given the results of ResneXt.
V. CONCLUSION
We explored the effect of building a tree-structured model along with deep NetVLAD, and showed that the tree module could provide additional control over a number of parameters, through tree height and the branch factor. This tree module could easily be adapted to improve accuracy, by increasing the number of trees, with minimal impact on information density, or by increasing the branch factor, giving a positive effect on information density. The tree structure is simple and can be expanded easily in comparison with a complex structure that was similar at inception. We have concluded that increasing the number of branches enhanced model regularization and learning ability.
For NetVLAD, no positive impact on the proposed model was observed, although this result could have been due to the low image resolution of the CIFAR-10 dataset. By examining the various DTNV models and their accuracy and information density performance results, the central performance points of the models, which were located in the accuracy and information density graphs, appeared. That is, the DTNV is a model family, which aims to balance accuracy and complexity. In terms of numbers, with DTNV(15-2-2-100-1), we achieved comparable accuracy (94.5%) with respect to ResneXt from the WRN models, with very limited size (4.832714 M parameters). This model outperformed the famous network MobileNetV2, in terms of solving model complexity and reducing the number of parameters; additionally, it appears sufficient in terms of information density and accuracy (92.8%), making it ideal for limited hardware resource devices. Two areas for further study were identified:
(1) testing the DTNV model on an image dataset with better resolution to explore the impact of the NetVLAD layer, and (2) testing the model with an annealing learning rate for numerous training epochs.
